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Will digital printing replace the offset process
in the future? Does the advent of digital webfed presses herald the end of coldset newspaper
printing? There is at any rate a growing interest
in digital newspaper printing, and the topic is
increasingly being talked about in the industry.
Strictly speaking, the term “digital printing”
is misleading. When ink is brought to paper,
regardless of how it is executed, it’s a mechanical process, not a digital one. The truly digital
component – in offset as well – is the design and
production of the pages. The difference between
the processes is basically that the offset process
uses a physical object – a plate – to reproduce a
page thousands of times, whereas no such object
exists in digital printing (see also page 32).

Using the processes’
respective strengths
Although this discussion of terminology may
seem rather academic, it provides a useful basis
for comparing the characteristics of the processes. The offset process, because of the plate,
has the benefit of “economy of scale”, i.e. efficient
serial production. The longer the print run, the
lower the per unit price1. The situation is different with digital printing. There is no serial
production-derived efficiency here. Because each
page is, or at least can be, composed anew at nil
cost, the cost per page always remains the same,
no matter how long the print run is2.
Since Gutenberg’s time, printing from a physical
object has been useful for producing many copies
of the same book. However, if one wants to print
many copies, but each one in a different language,
then digital printing clearly has an advantage.
Thus, as things stand today, no attempts should
be made to replace offset printing by the digital process. Rather, it is a case of exploiting
the strengths of each printing process: serial
production on the one hand, individualised and
personalised production on the other; offset for
long print runs, digital for short runs, down to
single-copy printing.
What business areas does digital printing open
up for the newspaper industry? At first glance,
the digital process would seem to be completely
unsuitable for newspaper printing, because its
business model is diametrically opposed to that
of newspaper printing. But the parameters in
newspaper printing are changing, opening up
possibilities.

1
2

Special Report 3.37, Printing cost calculation model (2004)
Special Report 3.32, Digital printing for newspapers? Opportunities and perspectives (2001)
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The publisher’s perspective on
digital printing
If a major advantage of the newspaper compared
to other media lies in its regional and local roots,
then it is a logical development to intensify local
reporting. That can result in print runs so short
that they cannot be executed cost-efficiently by
the conventional coldset process. Already today
there are several German regional newspapers
with more than 20 local editions, some with
circulations of less than 1,000 copies. In such a
case, digital printing could be used as a complementary production process to produce the many
local sections in parallel to the main newspaper
section, which would continue to be printed on
the web offset press. The two parts would then be
combined in the mailroom.
Similarly, it would be possible to offer precisely
targeted local advertising, not only for supermarket chains, but also for individual local shops
with their special offers and services. The hybrid
linking of offset and digital printing allows individual marking of each copy. That can be used for
advertising and publishing-house promotions,
such as contests and lotteries.

The distributor’s perspective
Digital newspaper printing has long been interesting for distributors, who see it not as a means
of production but as an instrument that permits
them to profitably sell even very small numbers
of newspapers to travellers and holiday-makers.
That is why digital newspaper printing is frequently thought of in connection with holiday
resorts, where it is used to supply foreigners with
their accustomed publications.

international guests, whose need for international newspapers is addressed directly.
The idea of automatic printing systems to print
newspapers “on demand“ is being pursued
further and developed using the latest digital
technology. Such automatic printing systems
were recently installed in Sweden.

The printer’s perspective
Newspaper printers, as service providers to
publishing houses, can also use digital printing
to create additional business. Printers can offer
new services in the short print-run area as well
as in personalised printing. They can also attract
new printing customers, such as event organisers,
associations, institutions and ad agencies.

A creative approach is called for
Digital printing brings with it new business
processes. If it enters the newspaper sector, it will
not be to replace another printing process, but to
open up new business opportunities. So publishing houses, plants, distributors and printers are
called on to take a creative approach to digital
printing, to develop niches, establish new services, and offer innovative and interesting media
products that were previously unfeasible.

Recently, distribution companies have begun
to extend that concept to major cities. In the
European capitals, for example, there is a certain
demand for the rapid availability of regional
newspapers that play an important role in forming political opinion. Digital printing can satisfy
that demand. Distributors are also pro-actively
developing specific niche markets with the aid of
digital printing. One example: hotels with mainly
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Digital printing
offers many options
for newspapers
Newspaper companies are looking for new ways to
engage their readers – both in and outside of their
home markets – with relevant and exciting content,
not only in digital media but also in print. They also
want to offer more targeting
options to advertisers. Digital printing has reached
a development stage where it can help them to
achieve these goals.
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CHAPTER 1

OPTIONS FOR NEWSPAPERS

Digital printing has arrived
at newspapers
Should publishers invest in digital
printing, or is still too early? Does it
give a competitive edge or is it not
worthwhile? Is there a business model to suit my production situation?
The industry is beginning to focus on
those questions – and there are early
success stories.
Its enormous advances in speed, quality, printing
width, the possibility to print full colour and last
but not least the switch from toner-based systems
to ink-jet (with less expensive inks) have today
made digital printing an interesting prospect also
for newspapers. Not as a substitute for the offset
process in standard production, but for certain
applications – both for the production of complete pages as well as for imprinting variable data
on a page.
And there continues to be a considerable potential for development. Digital printing still has a
long way to go before reaching a state of maximum maturity – something for which coldset
offset required decades.

To wait is not the best option
But that does not mean waiting for the next technological leap forward. Instead, consideration
should be given to creating concepts that utilise
the possibilities offered already today by the technology in order to develop new revenue models.

8

The good news is that there is more happening
that just talking and waiting for a breakthrough,
something is also being done. This report includes a number of case studies in which pioneers
in the area of digital printing are taking first
steps in the newspaper sector and are experiencing success with the production of small circulations or hybrid printing (see page 30).
When, with growing production volumes, the
prices for consumables in the ink-jet process
start to drop, and consequently the unit costs, the
conditions for its use will improve further.

What digital printing can – and
cannot – do
Digital printing has outstanding specific characteristics, permitting:
W distributed printing,
W cost-efficient production of small circulations,
W printing on demand,
W different versions and personalisation, and
W new types of applications in marketing and
advertising.
These characteristics are becoming more interesting in view of the growing number of increasingly smaller target audiences – both within a
newspaper’s own region and outside its area of
distribution. The better a newspaper succeeds in
serving these separate target audiences individually by providing a product that is optimally
tailored to their needs, the more it makes itself
indispensable – to both readers and advertisers.

© 2013 WAN-IFRA
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Unlike offset, the digital printing process cannot
efficiently produce long print runs within a short
timeframe. Anyone hoping for this will have to
wait a long time ...

Distributed printing – a bonus for
all concerned
A proven business model for digital printing is
the production of international daily newspapers
in popular tourist regions, e.g. on islands (Malta,
Tenerife, etc. ...). Other than common practice
in the newspaper business, the sequence here is:
first (electronic) distribution, then (digital) printing. In such cases newspaper distribution companies cooperate with local print service providers
in joint ventures.
The model is suitable also international
newspapers that want to be present in cities in
other countries, e.g. for business travellers.
For the newspaper, the aim is not so much to
increase sales, rather to enhance its brand and
image.
Digital printing ensures that the newspaper is
available to the reader early in the morning on A
day, which for the distribution company has the
added benefit that it obviates the need to carry
out several delivery runs per day. A major benefit
for the publishing house is the elimination of
high-cost air freighting.

Less efficient for short distances
What is well received by international newspapers is met with reserve by publishing houses
wanting their regional newspapers to have a
presence in the capital or other major cities in
their country. Distance is the decisive factor here:
If the distance does not absolutely necessitate the
use of air transport, centralised production by
the offset process combined with road transport
offers the more favourable variation.
In addition, unsold copies that can make up
a very high percentage of kiosk stock (80-90
percent) are much more detrimental to digital
than offset: If several hundred copies more are
produced than can be sold, this is a lot less costrelevant in offset than in digital printing.

© 2013 WAN-IFRA

Big opportunity for
small circulations
Regional newspapers (especially in Germany)
whose strength lies in their local roots are in
many cases split into 20 and more editions, of
which some consist of a few thousand copies, or
even fewer than 1000. The cost pressure caused
by declining sales figures frequently compels the
publishing houses to merge editions, thus limiting local reporting and possibly leading to further
readership losses.
Instead of continuing to passively watch this
downwards spiral, the publishing houses could
also take the opposite approach and, for example,
expand the existing 20 editions into 30, therefore
making the target audiences smaller instead of
bigger. The correspondingly small circulations
(the threshold is about 2000-3000 copies, sometimes higher) begin to make digital printing an
interesting prospect.
“The ideal product for the digital press has a
high page count and a low circulation”, says Rodd
Winscott who prints mainly small-circulation
newspapers in his Newsweb plant in Chicago,
where digital and offset presses are operated side
by side. With the acquisition of a second digital
press, he even hopes to be able to move into the
10,000 copies region and produce profitably. He
placed an order for a second press in early summer this year (see page 21).
Joining the ranks, prospectively in summer
2014, will be Rivet Presse Edition in Limoges,
France, another printing company that took the
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MEGANEWS PRINT-ON-DEMAND MAGAZINES:
FRESH FROM THE DISPENSER
Ideally, Print-on-Demand means printing only as
many copies of a product as are required (Just-inTime). This principle was realised already in the
early newspaper printing terminals (PressPoint,
PEPC, NewspaperDirect), though these were unable
to achieve widespread success.
In July, a Swedish company became active in the
magazine sector: Meganews Sweden AB presented
a “new and innovative type of distribution for print
products” under the name of Meganews Magazines (www.meganewsmagazines.com). This is an
automatic vending machine that is claimed to be
especially environment-friendly, as there are no
unsold return copies. (The share of unsold magazines is about 40 percent of the produced number of
copies, whereas the share of newspapers is in
the region of 30 percent).
The copy that is selected by the reader and
paid for by credit card (at present some 200
magazine titles are offered) is produced on-site
within two minutes. Printing is done by a Ricoh
laser printer (electrophotography) with dry toner on
80 g/m2 paper (cover in 130 g/m2) and in a resolution of 1200 x 4800 dpi.

decision already last year to buy two printing
lines (Océ JetStream press plus manroland web
systems FoldLine Finishing) but was hampered
by licensing procedures that are delaying completion of the press hall. Christian Sirieix, Managing
Director of the printing company, has big plans:
He wants to transfer all print jobs from the offset
to the digital process, with a view to decommissioning the rotary press in the long term.
Moreover, for the daily newspaper L’Echo
that is produced there by the offset process it is
planned to utilise all the possibilities offered by
data variability.

Special editions and partial
products
Special editions and supplements aimed at a
specific groups of readers that are inserted into

10

It is planned to install the vending machines in
shopping centres, supermarkets, airports and hotels.
At present they are designed only for magazine
production; though theoretically they could be used
also to produce newspaper copies.

The first Meganews automatic vending machines are already installed
(this one is located in a shopping
centre in Stockholm). Some examples
of print-on-demand press products
(small photo).

the offset main product are also suitable areas of
application for the new technology. One example
is the campaign of the Mannheimer Morgen on
the occasion of the Catholic Congress 2012 in
Mannheim, when one week long the newspaper
was available from 28 news kiosks in the proximity of the Vatican, printed by Newsprint Italia in
Rome (see page 15).
Another example is the regional newspaper
Giornale di Bresca for which, besides the main
product (printed in offset), various local sections
are printed in runs of between 1500 and 3000
copies by the digital process and inserted into the
main product in the mailroom (see page 18).
Also conceivable would be the reverse arrangement, whereby the local sections become the
main products and the common regional section
is inserted.
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Digital imprinting
Manageable investment, unlimited possibilities –
this is possibly how to summarise what continuous ink-jet in the shape of imprinting systems in
web offset presses has to offer. Whether lucky
numbers for competitions, access codes for the
(otherwise pay-for) website for readers or direct
marketing options for advertisers – the possibility to individualise every newspaper copy presents
many opportunities to generate reader loyalty
and can – if implemented carefully and creatively
– give positive impulses for the advertising business. Both Axel Springer Verlag and News UK
use this technology for their popular newspapers
(Bild and Sun respectively) (see page 26).
The Shenzhen Press Group (SPG) in China also
uses the seamless integration of digital printing with the newspaper rotary presses. It works
with the Kodak Prosper S20 system for games
and competitions as well as in the advertising
area. “Our advertisers like the effectiveness of
these targeted campaigns. Once when we didn’t
imprint any barcodes we promptly had readers
phoning up to know why”, says Li Zhaoxue, Vice
General Manager at Shenzhen Press Group Printing.

Does your newspaper need
digital printing?
One thing that is certain is that newspapers must
accept the need for change in order to continue
to exist. Only those publishing houses will be
successful that recognise the present (and future)
needs of their markets and orient themselves
accordingly. A logical overall strategy covering
all media channels, innovative concepts and the
courage to try something new are undoubtedly
good preconditions here.
Digital printing could certainly be useful for
the realisation of some projects, others may
not even be achievable without it. In the final
instance, it is a matter for every publishing
house, every newspaper printing plant and every
distribution company to decide for itself whether
digital printing is needed today or not. The product itself and the market conditions have a major

© 2013 WAN-IFRA

“

The real growth in news
paper publishing in India is now with
the regional language newspapers.
Mid-term this market will develop to
local and even hyper-local publishing
with many local print editions. This
will open opportunities for digital
printing of small circulation editions,
which could be combined with conventionally produced country wide
news sections. We are looking into all
possible technologies to support our
business targets.”
Dipankar Das Purkayastha
CEO, ABP, India

influence on the decision-making process.
To sum up, it should be stated that digital printing today has not set out to replace offset as the
standard newspaper printing process, but instead
to complement it – for which it offers a vast array
of options.
The publishing houses are observing developments, but to date have adopted a largely waitand-see policy. But they are the ones that should
be giving impulses for new product concepts.
Perhaps this report can provide some stimulus.
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Digital printing as a
distribution concept –
distributors get going
Digital printing was discovered early as a good way
for publishers of national newspapers to bring limited
quantities of their products to readers outside their
distribution areas, such as in holiday destinations.
Besides eliminating expensive air freight charges,
the time factor is a vital element, since yesterday’s
paper will remain unsold at the kiosk. Today the
focus is no longer solely on holiday-makers.

© 2013 WAN-IFRA
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THE DISTRIBUTION CONCEPT

Newsprint Europe: Digital newspaper
printing opens up new markets
In 2012, IPS, a service provider for
publishing houses, entered the
digital newspaper printing sector,
initially in Italy. Now it has added
a German location, Berlin. The
company’s offering is aimed at
international and German regional
newspapers. If it proves successful,
IPS founder and Managing Director Dieter Wirtz plans to expand
the Newsprint Europe printing
company and enable publishing
houses to market their services in
other regions with the aid of digital
printing.

region in order to understand what interests the
voters”, says Ingo Schultz, Circulation Director of
IPS Pressevertrieb GmbH, in a letter addressed
to the publishing houses. “Therefore the election
offers your newspaper the opportunity to raise its

“

We are introducing this technology now into Germany and Europe because it is beneficial for
publishing houses and because
it is destined to be successful.”
Dieter Wirtz

Since mid-March 2013, NP Newsprint Berlin
has been producing newspapers for publishing
houses, based both within and outside of Germany, in the German capital. NP’s distribution
partner is V.V. Vertriebs-Vereinigung.
NP Newsprint Berlin is the first German location of the IPS subsidiary Newsprint Europe, to
which Newsprint Italia (established in 2012) with
printing sites in Rome and Milan also belongs.
(This was initially a joint project with Miller
Newsprint Malta whose stock has since been
acquired by the IPS Group).

Strengthening the company’s
presence in the German capital
The Berlin printing site is situated at the V.V. Vertriebs-Vereinigung location. IPS and V.V. operate
it as a joint venture. The service offering is aimed
at international and German publishing houses,
for example regional newspaper that want to be
present on the Berlin market – either all year
round or on specific occasions. Such an occasion
could be the German National Elections on 22
September. Directly before publication of this report, the IPS Group launched a new campaign to
draw the attention of newspaper publishing houses to the potential of digital printing. “At the time
of the General Election, your newspaper’s focus
is on Berlin. But at the same time, politicians,
media, decision-makers are looking towards your
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profile in the capital”, Schultz continues. In order
to demonstrate the quality and benefits of digital
printing to the newspaper publishing houses , the
Berlin offer was presented in a four-page special
print.
If this model is well received, IPS plans to open
additional sites in a phased operation and expand
Newsprint Europe to an international network.
Already today the Milan location produces newspapers for readers in Switzerland and Croatia.
“We are taking a step-by-step approach and
opening new locations when the existing ones are
well established”, says IPS Managing Director,
Dieter Wirtz. “Our next steps depend naturally
on the market development: the willingness to innovate on the part of the publishers and business
partners, technical development, and not least
the behaviour of potential competitors.”

Of interest to international
and regional newspapers
At present three international newspapers are
printed on the Kodak VL4200 system in Berlin. In addition, intensive discussions are being
held with more potential publishing customers.
Interest is being shown, for example, by regional
newspapers that, according to Wirtz, “are entering the market in the capital for the first time,

© 2013 WAN-IFRA
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Five employees work at the printing operation of NP Newsprint in Berlin, situated at the V.V. Vertriebs-Vereinigung location,
where international daily newspapers for Berlin and elsewhere are produced on a Kodak Versamark VL4200 (left, a view on
the inside) with Hunkeler finishing (right).

returning to the Berlin market or that want to
change production of their copies for Berlin to the
digital process.”
The printing plant in Berlin supplies to order
– flexibly adjustable by region and season – an
extensive area from Dresden to Hanover, to
Hamburg and to the Baltic coast. Within Berlin,
regular readers can subscribe to a regional or international daily newspaper and have it delivered
to the post box in the morning – just as if they
had subscribed to a Berlin newspaper.

“Our Berlin offering is attractive for German
regional newspapers because the low start-up
costs make even a short print run economically
feasible, causing only minor extra expenditure for
publishing houses and, due to distribution-based
production control, resources can be optimally
applied. The discussions with publishing houses
confirm our experience obtained in Italy. A frequently cited issue is that of newspaper logistics
and the related organisational problems”, says
Wirtz. Where printing and logistics/distribution

MANNHEIMER MORGEN SHOWS ITS PRESENCE
AT THE CATHOLIC CONGRESS, AND IN ROME
To mark the German Catholic Congress from 14 to 21
May 2012 in Mannheim, regional newspaper Mann
heimer Morgen came up with a novel idea: It had
the newspaper printed in Rome and delivered to 28
kiosks close to the Vatican. With this unique service,
German readers in the Italian capital were able to
follow how the regional newspaper covered the event
in Germany – an offer that they made good use of,
according to Dieter Wirtz who, with his Newsprint
Italia digital printing company, managed production and distribution (in cooperation with a local
partner) during the week. “A wonderful marketing
action, and not only that: We also sold the copies,”
Wirtz commented.

© 2013 WAN-IFRA

Events such as this are ideally suited for digital
printing that enables newspapers to be available on
the day of publication without any major logistical
effort (and corresponding high costs). The classical
newspaper printing method cannot match this.
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NEWSPRINT EUROPE
NP Newsprint Berlin
GmbH is a
joint venture
of IPS Pressevertrieb (Meckenheim) and V.V. Vertriebs-Vereinigung
in Berlin-Schöneberg. At present there are five personnel
working in the printing plant situated at the V.V. VertriebsVereinigung location. The company, opened in March, is
a part of the IPS subsidiary Newsprint Europe, to which
also Newsprint Italia belongs with its printing sites in
Rome and Milan.
Three international daily newspapers are printed in
Berlin on a Kodak Versamark VL4200 ink-jet printing
system with Hunkeler POPP 6 finishing. For example,
900 copies of a 40-page product can be output per hour.
(Newsprint Europe prints together 19 newspapers from
seven countries at three locations, i.e. in Milan, Rome and
Berlin.)
The printing and distribution offering is aimed at national, though also regional newspapers that – at no major
logistical cost – want to be represented on the Berlin
market.

are managed by a single source, there is no need
for the publishing house to worry about it.

Not at all trivial:
assessment of demand
Distribution decides how many copies of which
newspapers for which sales points should be
produced. Or as Dieter Wirtz puts it: “Digital
printing totally subjects the production process
to distribution control.” Detailed recording and
immediate passing on of the data from the distribution (single copy sales and delivery of subscription copies) help to optimise sales. This is the
responsibility of the local distribution partner.
Demand is assessed based on analyses of sales
development. For this purpose, the same parameters are applied as are used with special interest
products in the magazine sector.
In this connection, Wirtz points out an interesting aspect: “Outside their home region, regional newspapers are special interest products. This
is a new situation for many daily newspapers,
because in their core market they act as general
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interest information providers. Thanks to digital
printing, newspapers can now for the first time
benefit from the special interest boom, instead
of suffering from it as to date – on condition that
they have the technical and selling competencies
for a successful special interest distribution.”
When deciding the numbers to be produced,
a cautious approach is taken: “Usually we start
with a bigger circulation in order to explore
selling opportunities. With the passing of time,
the figures become more precise, distribution
efficiency and market exploitation increase. An
important aspect, and something that up to now
has not always been a matter of course in daily
newspaper distribution, is the careful recording of trends and events: thus sporting events,
exhibitions, religious congresses (editor’s note:
see box on page 15) and other events offer special
marketing opportunities that commerce must
naturally also seize upon, e.g. with the aid of
posters that we can include in our print run.”

Hürriyet becomes
a hybrid product
Printing of the copies of the Turkish daily newspaper Hürriyet (Dogan Media Group) for the European market is done by the conventional offset
process at Druck- und Verlagszentrum in Mörfelden-Walldorf near Frankfurt (Main). On the
occasion of European football matches involving
Turkish teams, thanks to digital printing, the
Hürriyet readers in Berlin were better informed
about the match and the results than was previously possible. A sports section printed by the
digital process was inserted into the conventionally printed and delivered newspaper in Berlin.
Because the printing plant is located on the site
of the distributor, it was possible to complete the
hybrid product shortly
before dispatch and supply it in accordance with
the latest demand data.
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Short print runs –
printers get going

Be they hyperlocal editions, newspapers for specific target groups, or special-interest supplements
that are combined with the main offset product,
printing small circulations is an area in which
the advantages of the digital process can be well
exploited. For printing plants that become active
in this segment, it offers additional
business opportunities.
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SHORT PRINT RUNS

Digital and offset
skilfully integrated
At the beginning of the year, Centro Stampa Quotidiani in Erbusco
became the first newspaper printing company in Italy to put a digital
press into operation. With a combination of hybrid products, printed
in part in offset and in part by the
ink-jet process, it offers its customers the possibility to better serve
local markets as well as generate
additional income.
The printing centre’s most important customers are at the same time its owners, Giornale
di Brescia and L’Eco di Bergamo, who merged
their production activities in the Centro Stampa
Quotidiani (CSQ) in the year 2000. In order to
always stay at the technical cutting edge, CSQ has
invested in modern production equipment also in
the past.
“We consider it an obligation to constantly offer
our customers new opportunities that they can
use to increase their income”, says Dario De Cian,
CSQ Managing Director. “Last year we came to
the conclusion that a digital press would be the
right tool to produce ‘hyper local’ supplements for
which our customers could also sell the appropriate ads that, due to the high costs of inserting into
the entire circulation of the newspaper, would
otherwise not be considered.”
The ink-jet system permits CSQ new product
configurations: “We are now in a position, using
the inserting machines, to combine products

“

The possibility to produce hyperlocal inserts was one of the key
issues to have the investment
approved by our shareholders.”
Dario de Cian

coming off the offset presses with local supplements printed by the digital process, and to
deliver these products only to very specific and
targeted areas.”

Why this particular press?
De Cian gives the following reasons for the choice
of the HP T230:
W The maximum printing area (520 mm) allows
the production of the same product formats as
are printed on the offset presses.
W The investment was considered justified on
the grounds of gaining first experiences with
digital newspaper production.
W The possibility to use a so-called Bonding
Agent (editor’s remark: see page 33) permits
the production of a printing quality comparable
to offset, which is very important in the case of
mixed objects containing sections produced by
both the offset and digital processes.

The newsroom of the
regional newspaper
Giornale di Brescia (circulation: 50,000 copies)
produces many different
local sections that are
printed on the digital
press and inserted into
the main product in the
mailroom. The numbers
of these sections range
between 1500 and 3000.
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Utilise business potential
The T230 is at present used to produce various
publications:
W International newspapers (e.g. the Russian
newspapers Kommersant, Moskowski Komsomolez and Wedomosti) in short print runs,
W Newspaper-like periodicals
W Periodicals on coated paper,
W Niche products (with editorial and ad contents),
e.g. for specific events.
The Italian edition of the Dutch newspaper,
De Telegraaf, which is also produced at CSQ, is
printed by the digital process only in the winter
months, as the circulation is so high in the summer that web offset printing is the better option
then.
The new presses offers CSQ not only the possibility to print newspapers and periodicals, but
also, for example, covers on glossy paper that can
be used to upgrade offset products. This option
can be realised by the existing Müller Martini
mailroom that is equipped with inserting lines
as well as stitching and trimming machines. The
new process can be used also to produce sufficient numbers of posters for newspaper sales
points at low cost.
The precondition for these attractive applications is the freedom of choice of which type of
paper to use: from 45 g/m2 newsprint to glossy
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The demonstration of
the new HP T230 ink-jet
web press during the visit
to the Centro Stampa
Quotidiani, organised to
coincide with WAN-IFRA
Italia in Bergamo (end
June 2013), was the highlight for many industry
colleagues.

paper (e.g. for covers), up to wood-free paper (e.g.
for posters), everything can be printed. CSQ buys
its paper from various producers. Press manufacturer HP is the exclusive supplier of ink-jet inks.

CENTRO STAMPA QUOTIDIANI
Centro Stampa Quotidiani is a joint venture of the
regional newspapers Giornale di Brescia and L’Eco
di Bergamo that opened the new printing centre
in April 2000, where six daily newspapers are
produced on four web offset presses:
W Giornale di Brescia
W L’Eco di Bergamo
W La Provincia
W L’Avvenire
W Il Cittadino di Lodi
W De Telegraaf (from June to September).
In addition, CSQ produces weekly and monthly
periodicals. A total of 15 to 20 different titles are
produced with a combined circulation of about
350,000 copies daily.
With the taking into operation of the HP T230
digital press on 2nd January 2013, the production
programme was extended to include small partcirculations of international newspapers as well as
other print objects.
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LA GAZETTE PAULETTE –
SPECIAL EDITION FOR THE CANNES FILM FESTIVAL
Centro Stampa Quotidiani used its HP T230 to print
La Gazette Paulette, a special edition of the Paulette Magazine (Paris) for the Cannes Film Festival
from15 to 26 May 2013.
This four-page product (33.5 cm x 45 cm) was
printed every second day in full colour on improved
52 g/m2 newsprint with a circulation of 6000 copies
in each case and distributed to the visitors at central
festival locations.
As Dario De Cian of SCQ explains, important
factors for the Paulette team, whose aim it was to
present the latest news and photos from the festival,
were fast job processing and consistent printing
quality . “Our HP T230 ink-jet press was ideally suited for this task. The Paulette people sent us the PDFs
before 16.00 h and the newspapers were delivered to
Cannes before 8.30 h the next morning.”

In this case, transporting the newspapers copies
430 km (from Erbusco in Northern Italy to Cannes in
Southern France) did not give rise to additional costs,
as CSQ daily supplies international newspapers to
the French Riviera.



A range of quality and price
to choose from
De Cian considers the possibility to offer different
quality and price levels to be a major advantage
in view of the currently difficult situation on the
printing market. Besides paper, the aforementioned bonding agent that, when applied via an
additional print head improves the ink density
and reduces strike-though, is an important factor
here also. De Cian emphasises that this represents an option, not a necessity.

Future plans
If the digital business continues to grow, the
printing centre “will with certainty invest in a
second line. Strictly speaking, we have enough
space to install four such lines”, says the MD. But
that is still some way down the road
After a relatively short time in the digital printing business, De Cian is concentrating first of all
on “marketing the new production possibilities
and exploring new business opportunities.”

The printed webs are
wound on to a buffer
store for later offline
processing on a Hunkeler
system. The digital printing
line, including finishing, is
installed in the spacious
mailroom.
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Ink-jet, the ideal offset
complement at Newsweb
A commercial printing company
such as Newsweb in Chicago,
which is not affiliated with any
publishing house, must correctly
assess its market opportunities and
invest carefully to stay competitive. The first TKS ink-jet press has
been in use for a year at the company to produce small-circulation
newspapers, and a second press of
the same type has been ordered.
This shows not only that Newsweb
has had good experience with the
technology, but also that there still
is a major scope for further applications.
Newsweb is a commercial printing company
based in Chicago, U.S.A., that prints many different newspapers, mainly for ethnic minorities
or small alternative publishing houses. Despite
shrinking circulations and page counts, such as
are being widely experienced, Newsweb believes
firmly in the printed newspaper, as evidenced
by its investment in a new printing plant and acquisition of a new Goss Universal 75 press. What
makes this step all the more remarkable is that
investments in print in the U.S.A. have practically come to a standstill.
With a view to securing its market position,
Newsweb investigated the possibilities offered by
digital printing and took the decision to invest in
this technology that is to date not commonplace
in newspaper production.
Rodd Winscott, Newsweb Managing Director,
observed developments in the digital printing
sector for some eight years before he considered
that the time was right for this decision. The final
decision was taken in favour of a TKS because, in
Winscott’s opinion, as a manufacturer of conventional presses the company “has an in-depth
understanding of the industry and understands
both newspapers and commercial printing.” Another important factor for him was the integrated
folder developed for newspapers that offers the
capacity to produce copies having a total page
count of 72 and up to five sections.
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“

Digital printing
offers us a lot of opportunities that we would not have
otherwise.”
Rodd Winscott

The managing director emphasises that digital
printing was never regarded as a substitute for
the offset process, instead it was intended to supplement the web offset presses (the existing one
and the new one).

Cost benefits of digital printing
Prior to the investment in digital printing, Newsweb took a very close look at the cost structures
of both production processes in order to define
the area of application of the digital press.
But it is no simple task to compare the production costs of offset and digital, as the unit costs
are composed differently and develop differently
through the circulation.
One obvious benefit of the digital process is
that it does not require plates. Printing plates
constitute a significant factor in the cost calcula-

Presented for the first time in Europe at drupa 2012 as a
new development, the ink-jet web press of the Japanese
manufacturer TKS has been in use for one year now for
printing newspapers in Chicago. A new printing plant in
which offset and digital presses will be in production side by
side is scheduled to be opened in the near future. The TKS
JetLeader 1500 is the only ink-jet newspaper press equipped
with integrated finishing that in the new version includes a
variable-format folding system.
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tion; one that makes itself felt all the more in cases of small production volumes. (Newsweb’s plate
costs in its offset operation total US $ 500,000
annually. Added to this are the costs for the CTP
system, plus its operation and maintenance.) All
this is simply eliminated in digital printing, thus
in some production cases improving the profit
margin for the company as well as its market
competitiveness.

Additional material costs
However, these cost benefits are dampened
somewhat by the ink-jet inks that are considerably more expensive than standard offset inks.
(Winscott reports that the use of an ink saving
software has permitted a noticeable reduction of
ink consumption.)
The expensive inks and the fact that high
printing speeds are not achieved make the digital
process best suited for short print runs. “A growing market and the intervention of additional
suppliers will certainly cause the ink prices to
drop further”, Winscott is confident.
The situation is different as regards paper, as
the user is not dependent on the use of special
ink-jet paper grades. “That does not mean that
we don’t use ink-jet paper, just that we must not
use it for every print job and can use a combined
paper store for offset and digital printing”, says
Winscott.
Another aspect relevant to paper is waste. “A
complex print job can be run with a maximum
ten metres printed waste, that is the distance
between printing head and folder”, the managing
director explains. This compares with hundreds
of waste copies per edition in offset printing.
The ink-jet press also does well in relation to
manning levels: For the operation of the 30 Goss
Community printing units (6 printing towers, 6
monochrome units and three folder), a total of
21 personnel work in 17 shifts per week. In most
shifts, two different jobs are produced via two
folders. In contrast, to operate the digital printing
line only two personnel are required, of whom
one manages the prepress part (RIPing) and
the other alternates between loading paper and
stacking copies.
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Calculate breakeven
“Once we were in the position to determine the
exact tipping point at which the cost benefits of
the one process shift in favour of the other, we
were able to say whether a certain newspaper
product is better suited for digital printing or for
the offset process”, Rodd Winscott said at the
WAN-IFRA Printing Summit 2013 in March in
Hamburg when he reported about his first experiences with the new press.
At Newsweb it was established that the web
offset press and digital press did not compete in
relation to the most favourable production area,
rather they mutually complemented one another:
The ideal product for the digital press, according to Winscott, has a high page count (up to72
broadsheet) and a short print run (10 to 4000 or
5000 copies). Digital trumped offset already in
the case of a 24-page tabloid product in a run of
1000 copies.

“

The ideal product for the digital
press has a high page count and a low
circulation.”

Rodd Winscott

Flexibility that pays
The JetLeader really comes into its own especially in the case of a sequence of short-run print jobs
of different structures and different page counts,
as Winscott proved in comparative tests.
Compared to the web offset press, significant
savings were calculated with the use of the ink-jet
press in relation to waste as well as time savings
at production changeover, which allows the company to as complete more print jobs in a shorter
time.
In a trial, three newspapers with page counts of
24, 40 (in two sections) and 32 (in four sections)
were completed in sequence in a total time of 98
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minutes. The interruption between two printing
jobs was only ca. two minutes in each case and
the waste no more than a few copies.

Enough work for the second press
“While we were limited to print runs of 5000
copies are below with just one (TKS) press,
acquiring a second press will enable us to extend
upwards the production range for suitable (for
the digital process) objects, thus making circulations of 10,000 copies a realistic prospect”, says
Rodd Winscott.
Digital was never regarded as a substitute for
offset, he continues, rather it should complement
the Goss presses (the existing and the new one).
“A mixture of offset and digital can use the best
of both worlds, so that we can continue to be the
preferred regional printing plant for small and
large publishing houses.”

NEWSWEB
Newsweb is a printing company in Chicago, Illinois, in the midwest of the U.S.A., that has
been printing coldset products by the web offset
process since 1971. Newsweb specialises mainly
in small-circulation newspapers (1000 to 15,000
copies) for the many ethnic minorities living in
the Chicago region. The company’s programme
also includes newspapers of alternative publishing houses as well as for the local high schools and
colleges. More than 125 individual jobs are carried
out weekly.
Besides its conventional Goss Community rotary
press, Newsweb has been working with a TKS
JetLeader 1500 ink-jet printing line equipped
with integrated finishing since October 2012. A
second printing line of the same type is scheduled
for delivery at the end of 2013. Both presses will
be equipped with the newly-developed, variableformat folding system and a software package for
variable data printing.

© 2013 WAN-IFRA

A comparison based on the production of a 24-page, fullcolour tabloid newspaper with a circulation of 1000 copies
shows the clear superiority of digital (red) offset (blue) printing in nearly all aspects (except for ink costs). The smaller
the circulation, the greater the advantage – that grows even
more as the page count increases.

The next step
In the meantime using the JetLeader has become
routine in Chicago and the company is ready now
to take the next step. Together with the order for
the second TKS press, equipped with a folding aggregate for variable cut-off, an order was
placed for a software package for variable data
printing to offer customers new possibilities in
the area of advertising, for print products in connection with surveys, etc., which can be of major
interest for marketing businesses.

“

With two digital presses we’ll
be able to extend the production range
upwards; thus making circulations of
10,000 copies a realistic prospect.”
Rodd Winscott
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Hybrid printing –
publishing houses
get going
The digital inline imprinting of variable data in a
small part of an offset-printed newspaper page can
be a good way to combine the strengths of both
printing processes – the efficiency of offset and the
flexibility of digital. This opens up a wide range of
possibilities for personalisation. The costs of investing in an imprinting head are significantly lower
than for an entire digital press.
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Digital imprinting links
print and digital offering
With the installation of digital
imprinting units on the newspaper
presses at all production sites, with
pioneering spirit and innovative
concepts, Germany’s Axel Springer
Verlag has set out to strengthen its
BILD brand.
It all began with a pilot installation at the Axel
Springer printing plant in Ahrensburg, where
a Kodak imprinting head was integrated into
the manroland press there. The system was
developed to the point of practical application in
cooperation technology partner Kodak. Initially
the matters to be resolved concerned the optimum distance of the head from the web as well
as web travel stability, then increasing speed and
availability (see box on page 27 for more technical details).
Over a period of just three weeks starting
mid-June all 13 printing sites, from Hamburg to
Munich, were equipped with high-speed ink-jet
printing heads in a phased operation. The first
applications were for actions aimed at generating
reader loyalty, such as lotteries or prize games, in
which individual lucky numbers were imprinted
into each copy the BILD newspaper.

Various actions with personalised lucky numbers,
digitally imprinted.
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TOBIAS KUHN
Tobias Kuhn is General Manager
BILD Ost and responsible for the
Central Projects BILD division
at Axel Springer AG in Berlin. He
headed up the hybrid printing
project in which this summer
all BILD printing locations in
Germany were equipped for individual data imprinting.

Tobias Kuhn, project manager, describes the project in an interview as well as the plans for using
the new technology in applications not limited to
prize games. This undoubtedly major investment
(no precise figures were supplied) is an important
part of a strategy with which Axel Springer wants
not just to offer added value to BILD readers and
advertisers, but also to realise its paid content
plans.

INTERVIEW
Axel Springer AG is displaying a highly
innovative spirit and equipping all its
printing sites in Germany for ink-jet imprinting innovations. What is the project
status?
T. Kuhn: Since 8 July, all our plants in Germany
are fully equipped with Kodak imprinting heads;
the total 33 printing heads are in use every night.
Not all were put into operation at the same time,
instead this was done in a phased process:
W The first of our printing plants to take this step
was the one in Ahrensburg on 17 June. Ahrensburg had made the most progress with the
project.
W It was followed one week later by Berlin-Spandau, Essen-Kettwig (with four of eight editions)
and Hanover (Madsack). After two weeks, ten
editions (of BILD) with about one million copies were covered.
W Another week later, on 1 July, several more
joined the ranks: the remaining four editions
produced in Essen-Kettwig, another edition in
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Berlin-Spandau, the Hürriyet printing plant,
Mörfelden, Kassel and Esslingen. Thus another
1.2 million print copies were individualised.
W The project was completed on 8 July by the
printing plants in Aichach, Maisach (printing
plant of the Süddeutsche Zeitung), as well as
the plants in Syke and in Leipzig. With these
additions, all of Germany was covered.
We learned a lot from the first implementations
that proved useful for the following ones. For
example, unforeseen problems occurred, such
as operator errors due to insufficient training
or poorly understood instructions in English,
false interpretation of error messages, etc. Such
things simply happen and only become evident in
practical operation. And at the 13 printing plants
there were certainly more than 500 persons who
had to be familiarised with the new systems. We
chose a staggered process in order to be able to
counteract possible errors already during the
installation phase, and that showed itself to be
the right choice.

Who did the installation on the presses?
What was the greatest challenge here?
The installation on the press and, if necessary,
connection to the press controls were done by the
press manufacturers manroland and KBA, and
EAE respectively; Kodak supplied the imprinting
systems and naturally also played a major part
in the putting into operation process. We had no
general contractor, so it was up to us to coordinate the system partners, ensure that everything
was installed on schedule and functioned, that
the quality standards were defined, mutually
matched and then observed, that training was
organised for personnel and coordinated with all
print partners.
Where do you see the greatest strengths
in the combination of offset and digital
printing, and what are your main targets?
We aim to achieve three things with our investment:

REACHING MATURITY IN AHRENSBURG
The technology was developed to the point of practical
application at the newspaper printing plant in Ahrensburg, Germany. Director Thomas Drensek summarises
the initial challenges in three points: speed, availability and quality. During the course of the pilot project,
working together with Kodak, progress was achieved
in all three areas, so that the Kodak Prosper S30 ink-jet
that is now in use satisfies the speed and availability
demands.
Considerable progress was made during the project also with regard to quality.
Thomas Drensek describes the resolution of 600 x 200 dpi currently obtained
at full production speed as absolutely sufficient for present purposes. “Higher
Kodak Prosper S30 imprinting
resolutions are possible, but at the expense of production speed. We expect
system in action.
that our cooperation with Kodak has not yet exhausted the technical potential“,
says Drensek. Minimum set-up time is required before production start-up:
After the desired lateral positioning of the ink-jet head has been decided and input at the control desk, everything else is automatic. “The system uses a camera control working with reference marks to automatically
adjust in the circumferential direction“. Also in the event of a disruption automatic controls take over, Drensek
explains: An error message from the imprinting unit leads to a press stoppage with immediate evacuation of
possible imperfect copies.
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1. We want to be able to propose to our advertisers new, interesting offerings.
2. Reader loyalty-generating actions, such as lotteries or prize games, are another objective.
3. Our third and most important target is interlocking with our (pay-for) digital added value
offering, BILD+

“

With individualised ads it is not a
matter of selling technology, instead what is
needed is a well-considered application idea
tailored individually to the product or service
concerned.”
Tobias Kuhn

In the area of advertising, we want to create a
marketable ad form that we call “Interaction Ad”
and with which we can offer individualised ads.
We already have interested parties for the first ad
of this kind, but we are waiting for our marketing
people to bring us a major national or regional
customer. It is not a matter here of selling technology, instead what is needed is a well-considered application idea tailored individually to the
product or service concerned.
In the past, individual prize games could be
organised only with an investment of additional
resources (and costs), by separately printing prize
tickets or bingo sheets. Individual imprinting
turns the newspaper itself into a prize ticket, an
interactive object. Moreover, the gives each BILD
buyer a genuine chance of winning, whereas in
the past tickets laid out at the sale points might
already have been “cleaned out”. Individual imprinting eliminates these drawbacks. Soon there
will probably be the first nation-wide use of the
new technology for prize games.
On 11 July we launched our BILD+ paid digital
offering (editor’s note: see page 29) and imprinted
the required codes for the valid day passes by
ink-jet into the newspapers. With BILD+ the
newspaper buyer has exactly the same chance as
the digital subscriber because he gains access to
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the Premium offering via the imprinted day code.
BILD+ is intended to lead print readers to the
digital channel, with the hope also that those who
have become accustomed to paying for print will
be willing to do so also for digital.
Are there any plans also for updating editorial content?
Editorial applications, e.g. inserting final scores
of football matches or regional weather forecasts, are not particularly well suited for us as a
national newsstand paper (97 percent of copies
are single-sale copies) with a large number of different editions and formats. Individualisation is
greatly dependent on the logistical requirements
involved. This is something that regional newspapers that possess geographic and demographic
data of their subscribers and can carry out a better fine-targeting can make more efficient use of.
By coordinating their operations accordingly, our
contract printing plants could make use of it, provided that it does not come into conflict with our
production schedules or competitive interests.
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BILD+ and Sun+ Imprinted code
links print and digital offering
BILD+ is a new marketing concept of the BILD
brand (www.bild.de – Axel Springer Verlag) that
is intended to offset the sales figures of the print
edition, in continuous decline for years, with a
paid model for digital offerings. Of interest in this
connection is the use of the ink-jet process: Via an
individual code that he finds in the print edition, the
reader gains free access to all digital channels – for

one day. If the concept proves successful, not only
does it advertise the paid contents in print, but it
also acts as an incentive to buy the print edition.
The introduction to coincide with the start of the
football league season in 2013 (with exclusive audio/
visual contents) is intended to give the project an
additional push.

Input day pass code to tagespass.bild.de
Look for day
pass on page
3 of your BILD
newspaper.
Register on
BILD.de, open
an account.

Activate day
pass.

Use your access data to activate
on all devices and read the
digital newspaper.
With a day pass, readers of the printed edition (Germany-wide from mid-July) can use all digital BILDplus offerings for
one day at no additional cost. To do so, they must register using an individual code imprinted by the ink-jet process on
page 3 of the newspaper that grants them free access on all devices.

The U.K . popular newspaper, The Sun, is pursuing
a similar policy with its new Sun+ (www.thesun.
co.uk) offering that is accompanying the beginning
of the football season with the introduction of an
app and a paywall for all digital contents (including
video clips of all First Division goals). The reader
can use the individual code printed in every edition
of The Sun to test the Sun+ offering for one month.
By collecting 20 Sun+ Codes per month he can
extend his Sun+ membership. The newspaper also
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uses the high-speed Kodak digital printing heads to
imprint the individual codes. Twenty-two of these
have been installed on the newspaper presses at
the company’s own printing centres (Broxbourne,
Knowsley and Eurocentral in Scotland) as well as
at the contract printing sites in Kells (Ireland) and
Belfast (Northern Ireland).
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Hybrid has many meanings
The term comes from the Latin
and means “something of mixed
origins or composition; of a mixed
union“. We can find an example in
the automotive industry, i.e. hybrid
engines, a combination of internal
combustion engine and electric
power system. In our case, hybrid
printing is used to describe the
combination of two printing processes.
Hybrid products can occur within a printing
system if, for example, on an offset newspaper
press a printing tower is equipped with a dryer
for heatset and coldset production and heatset
webs are combined via a folder for delivery as one
product.
The situation is similar where offset and digital
printing are combined in one press. Today, however, entire webs are not produced by the digital
process, but only a relatively small area on a page
(in the case of the Kodak Prosper S30 system, the
maximum web width is 10.6 cm). This is realised
by installing an imprinting system within the
web offset press. The printing heads usually used
print only in monochrome and reduced resolution, but are very fast: at present up to 900 m/
min, so that it is not necessary to reduce the
production speed of the press.
But hybrid newspapers can be produced also
in another way, namely if parts of the newspaper

are produced separately by different printing
processes and combined to a single product at
the finishing stage by inserting or by gathering or
gathering-stitching systems.
By interpreting the term “newspaper” in a
broader sense, it would be possible to describe
the combination of different print and digital
offerings, where they mutually complement one
another, as a hybrid offering. Some also speak
about hybrid if, as is becoming increasingly more
commonplace in the U.S.A., a newspaper reduces
the number of its print editions per week and
offers a mixed print/digital subscription.
Therefore this term can be used to describe
many different concepts, so that it is advisable
sometimes to anyone speaking about hybrid
applications to be a bit more precise.

Added value is the objective
While the combination of coldset and heatset is
used for product enhancement, e.g. by giving an
offset product a gravure or heatset-printed cover,
the aim of combining offset and digital printing
is to give the contents added value: topicality and
addressing target audiences, up to personalisation.

THE FIRST PRESENTATIONS ...
... of digital imprinting systems in combination with offset presses took
place at Drupa 1995, where KBA and Scitex demonstrated digital imprinting on a prototype installation.
At Drupa 2008 TKS demonstrated digital imprinting on a tower of the
ColorTop Mini, a new web offset press designed for newspaper and semiCommercial printing. Three times daily changing contents were imprinted
in a resolution of 240 x 240 dpi on a ca. 10 cm high band over the full width
of a newspaper page.
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Digital printing is a newcomer to the newspaper
sector, and some things – nearly everything, in fact
– are completely different than in offset. That starts
with the printing process itself and extends to
consumables, workflow, and other factors.
Likewise, the cost structures of offset and digital
printing are very different.
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Just what is digital printing?
The term is misleading, because
strictly speaking, the only digital
aspects are data preparation and
control of the imaging process. The
printing process itself is, of course,
analog. Nor does this non-impact
process have much in common with
printing in the conventional sense.
Printing comes from exerting pressure. However,
digital printing is a process that, e.g. in contrast
to offset printing, manages without plates. Various and very highly developed technologies are
used to transfer ink to paper.
Digital printing is referred to also as a NonImpact Printing (NIP) process. But it is only
ink-jet that is non-impact, as in that process there
is no intermediate carrier that comes into contact
with the paper for purposes of ink transfer. As
opposed to this, in electrophotography the latent
print image is transferred via a drum to the paper. For this reason, the “Handbuch der Printmedien”, a recognised standard work of reference in
the area of printing technology, does not use the
term non-impact, referring instead to a plateless
printing process.
The term NIP originates from the of type wheel
or needle printers that were referred to as impact
printers and that transferred the information to
paper by means of physical impact.
In digital printing, the print image for each
page is produced anew dot by dot, with the result
that each page can also differ fundamentally
from the previous one. Though on the one hand
that imposes a limitation on speed, on the other
hand it offers previously unimagined possibilities
in relation to content flexibility.
One major difference to newspaper offset lies
in the production process: Because the printing
system is designed for just one web, the pages
of a copy are printed one after the other, then
cut, gathered and folded. It is a piece-by-piece
production, whereas in offset production is done
with multiple webs in accordance with the rules
of mass production. It is therefore a toss-up
between the flexibility offered by the one process
and the efficiency by the other.
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Digital is not one specific printing process, but an
umbrella term for a number of different technologies, of which the most relevant for newspaper
printing are briefly presented in the following.

Ink-jet and its variations
Ink-jet printing has become established as the
high-speed web printing process for newspaper applications. A distinction is made between
continuous ink-jet and Drop on Demand ink-jet,
where the main difference is in printing speed
and quality: continuous ink-jet has the edge in
cases where speed is required, while Drop on Demand achieves a higher resolution. In both cases,
ink is fired via nozzles directly on to the substrate
(literally non-impact).
In continuous ink-jet, the printing head produces a continuous stream of tiny ink drops. By
means of an electrical charge, the drops are then
selectively either directed to the paper surface or
collected and returned to the loop.

The operating principle of the continuous ink-jet process
(source: Handbook of Print Media, H. Kipphan).
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In the Drop on
Demand process
(left), the drop size
can be influenced
via the impulse
intensity (right).
(Source: www.
itwissen.info)

Small
pulse

Piezo elements

Nozzle
Voltage
pulse

Piezo elements

Small ink
drops

Medium
pulse Medium-sized
ink drops

Ink flow
Large
pulse

Ink drops

In Drop on Demand Ink-jet (DOD), only as
many ink drops are produced as are needed to
generate the print image. A distinction is made
between three variations, depending on how the
individual ink drops are produced: Thermal (also
referred to as Bubble-Jet), Piezo and Electrostatic. Piezo is the most frequently used DOD
variation in the newspaper sector. In this case the
drops are produced by an electrical impulse that
brings about a deformation of the Piezo ceramic
element and thus a change of volume within the
ink chamber, causing the ink drops to be expelled
from the nozzle system.
Electrophotography, a process that is used
also in copiers and office printers, usually uses
powder-type toner that is selectively picked up by
a light-imaged, photo-sensitive drum, transferred
to paper and thermally fixed there. (There are
also printers that would with liquid toner.). Electrophotography is used, among other things, in
print on demand newspaper vending machines.

Large-sized
ink drops

Ink-jet inks can be divided into two main
groups: dye-based and pigment inks. Several
producers insist that only ink-jet inks from their
own manufacture should be run.
Hewlett Packard additionally uses (optional) a
so-called Bonding Agent. This purpose for using
this liquid substance, applied to the paper surface
via an additional printing head before printing
with ink, is to seal the surface of the newsprint
that is by nature porous and therefore absorbent.
It could be regarded as a type of priming, applied
selectively to the areas to be printed rather than
the entire surface. In this way, the ink penetrates
the paper less and a greater colour saturation is
obtained in the printed result.

Ink-jet: Paper and ink ...
Ink-jet is not very fussy as regards substrate. The
ink is catapulted on to the paper (or another material) by the nozzles, it being of no consequence
whether the substrate is thick or thin, smooth or
rough. Although there are special ink-jet paper
grades, in most cases standard newsprint can
also be processed. The quality of the printed
result can be influenced by the use of highergrammage improved or coated paper
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Consumables play an important part in the unit costs as
well as the look and feel (photo: Hunkeler).
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... and how to
separate them again
Deinking is the process by which ink is separated
from the printed paper for re-entry into the raw
material cycle. One method established in conventional offset printing is Floating. In this case,
put simply, the paper is soaked with water and
chemicals. The ink particles of the oil-containing
ink detach from the pulp. An introduced stream
of air causes the particles to rise with the bubbles
to the surface, where they form a foam and can
be scooped up.

The challenge
of deinking
INGEDE (www.ingede.de) is an association of European paper producers who are interested in ensuring
and improving the recycling capacity of paper products as well as retaining established waste paper
recycling systems. Ingede’s Axel Fischer regards the
increasing use of the ink-jet process in newspaper
printing with some concern, especially the use of
dye-based inks, as he claims that even small quantities of ink-jet print products in the recovered waste
paper system can adversely affect the quality of the
recycled paper (he compares the ink-jet product in
the recovered waste paper with a colour sock in a
washing machine containing white clothes).
Digital press manufacturers by nature see the situation in a somewhat different light “Studies with
industry experts confirm that most water-based
ink-jet inks can be successfully deinked up to 10%
in the recovered paper mix,“ says Philip Cullimore,
Regional Managing Director EAMER, Eastman
Kodak. “Recycling systems are dynamic and have
evolved over many years and we continue to monitor
the recycling industry and will fully support the use
of our products and technologies. We have recently
formed an industry alliance with other ink-jet
companies to support research into improving paper
recycling technology.”
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The process is not suitable for deinking waterbased dye inks. However, research is being carried out with the objective of enabling deinking
also for paper printed by the ink-jet process (see
box below).

Positive developments
The association promotes research in the area of
deinking. The result of a cooperation project conducted by INGEDE and the Austrian ink-jet specialist Sepiax Ink Technology (www.sepiax.com) was
presented at the beginning of 2012. According to the
accompanying press release, researchers developed
“pigments covered with resin” that, like standard
pigments, can be dispersed in water, but after printing adhere to a wide range of different surfaces. The
individual pigment particles bond to form somewhat
larger particles that achieve the correct size and correct surface characteristics for the deinking process.
The first laboratory samples with these inks, without
any further optimisation, showed themselves to be
deinkable on uncoated newsprint. Further results
are awaited.
INGEDE offers standardised tests with which the
deinkability of printing systems can be certified.
Xeikon presented an interesting development at
Drupa, namely “Trillium”, a new technology that is
intended initially for application in the document
and commercial printing market. According to
Xeikon, not only does it combine the quality benefits
of electrophotography with the speed of ink-jet, but
also the oil-based liquid toner that is uses is deinkable. Here also it will be interesting to observe how
this process develops in the future.
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Judging print
quality in the
digital process
January will see the launch of a new edition
of the competition for membership in the
International Newspaper Color Quality Club
(INCQC 2014-2016). Participation in the competition for membership in the Color Quality
Club is in principle open to all newspapers,
independent of the production processes or
types of paper that are used. Different categories have been defined for the competition:
Newspapers produced by the digital printing
process register in category
4, the category for all printing processes outside offset.
While the offset standard
ISO-12647-3 with its target
values, or corresponding
targets for semi-commercial
printing respectively, is taken as the basis for evaluating
the printing quality in the
categories 1 to 3, there are
no target values for category
4. The reference for the
CMYK process colours here
is the mean values of all test runs calculated
from the measured values, i.e. what is measured is a relative colour quality, namely the
consistency of the result, and not the absolute
colour quality.
Manfred Werfel, Deputy CEO of WAN-IFRA,
explains the reasons for this as follows: “As
yet there is no process standard in existence
for digital newspaper printing that is comparable to the ISO 12647-3 standard for coldset
newspaper printing. The development of the
digital printing standard is focused at present
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on small-format digital production printing
(ISO 15311-2) and digital large-format printing (ISO 15311-3).
Because digital printing still only represents
a very small segment in the newspaper sector,
coldset quality constitutes the benchmark.
The quality of the printed result of digital
newspaper printing should as a rule correspond to the coldset standard.
As we know, the achievable printing quality is
determined to a major degree by the materials and the technical process concerned. If
improved paper grades, highly pigmented
inks and improved ink-jet printing techniques
are used, then the quality can and will be
improved.
And if in future digital
newspaper printing is
used for specific niche
markets that require a
superior quality than
today’s coldset, then there
is no good reason why
anyone should pass up
on this higher standard
of quality in their daily
operation. For this reason,
we do not yet know today
whether the present coldset standard will always act as the benchmark.
An interesting aspect of industrial ink-jet in
any case is that, from the technical point of
view, different paper and ink qualities can
be used. Today’s users have experimented
already in this area and have been able in part
to achieve outstanding results.”
For more information about the INCQC
competition and what has changed compared
to the past years, visit:
www.colorqualityclub.org
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BY JACK KNADJIAN

Offset printing is a mature technology
that has been fully optimized. Ink-jet
printing is a young technology that
has many decades of optimization
ahead of it. Beyond that, there are
fundamental differences in the cost
components of a printed page between the two technologies.

titles in any order as long as they are the same
format. Obviously if different titles require different web widths then a web change is requires
with will take between 5 and 10 minutes.
W Manpower: The manpower requirement of
an ink-jet press line is significantly lower than
offset. Two operators are all that is required and
they do not need any printing or colour skills.

This article will review these differences and will
give some rough guidelines for ink-jet printing.

Components of cost

Differences between offset
and ink-jet printing
There are several differences between the two
technologies that are worth highlighting:
W Paper waste: there is very little paper waste
in ink-jet printing. The very first page printed on
start-up is the same quality as all the rest.
W Sequential printing: This is the most significant difference. In an offset press the pages are
printed in “parallel” and a single rotation of the
cylinder produces one or two newspapers. In an
ink-jet press there is only one web and therefore
the pages have to be printed sequentially and
collated.
W Finishing: As a consequence of the sequential printing of pages, it is necessary to collate
the sheets of paper before folding. This requires
dedicated equipment.
W Format: Unlike offset presses which have
fixed cut-off’s; ink-jet presses have no limitations
on format either in length or width (apart from
max print width).
W Job changeover: This is the main advantage
of ink-jet printing. One can print any number of

To start off with let us look at the cost breakdown
of the printed page. To keep it simple we have
broken these down to six components:
1. Amortisation
2. Service
3. Labour & Facilities
4. Paper
5. Ink
6. Head replacement (click)
The first 3 items above are “fixed cost” components. In other words these costs are incurred
irrespective of the volume of printing and are
apportioned to the number of pages printed.
Therefore the higher the volume printed, the
lower the cost per page, as the fixed cost is spread
over a larger volume of pages.
The last three items are “variable costs” as they
are totally dependent on the volume printed.
The cost per page is identical irrespective of the
volume being printed. Let us now analyse each of
these in turn:
W Amortisation: This is the capital cost divided
by the time the equipment will be depreciated
over. Unlike web offset presses is not wise to have
a very long period of depreciation as the technolAmortisation
Service
Labour & Facilities
Paper
Ink
Head replacement (click)
Breakdown of cost per
page in digital news
paper printing.
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ogy change is very rapid. Most customers have
used a duration of 6 years. Because the first generations of presses were slow the total number of
copies printed was limited by the print during the
other shifts for other purposes then this might
reduce the amortization component on newspapers. But if the owner was a newspaper distributor it is highly unlikely he will go into transaction
printing as an example. However some of the
sites printing newspapers were originally transaction printers who decided to diversify by printing newspapers at night. In this situation they
would only have to buy the dedicated newspaper
finishing equipment.
W Service: This is the annual service/maintenance cost of the equipment which includes
labour and parts.
W Labor & facilities: This is fairly simple to
calculate. It includes all the labour costs and all
the facility costs such as rent, electricity, heating,
insurance etc.
W Paper: As there is very little paper wasted
with ink-jet printing this is the actual paper
required to print the newspaper. Ink-jet printing
generally uses slightly thicker newsprint paper
in order to minimize show/strike through and to
increase the colour gamut/density.
W Ink: Two types of ink are used in newspaper
printing with ink-jet – dye inks and water based
pigment inks. What comes as a big shock to traditional newspaper printers is that the cost of ink
per page is usually higher than the cost of paper.
Dye ink is usually cheaper but prints a smaller
colour gamut. Pigment inks are usually better
quality but higher price. Another factor that will
affect the cost of ink per page is the graphical
content of the page. Pages that consist mainly of
pictures use substantially more ink and therefore
cost more. This is insignificant in offset printing
but a major factor for ink-jet printing.
W Head Replacement: This is usually referred
to as “clicks”. Ink-jet heads wear out with use
and need to be replaced. The life of the head is
variable with a typical bell shaped curve. There
will be an average but some heads might die very
quickly while others last for a very long time
(similar to light bulbs). If a printer owns multiple
presses he may choose to rely on statistical aver-
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ages and negotiate a replacement cost per head.
But most printers do not have multiple units and
cannot afford the risk of their heads having a
short lifespan and prefer to pay by meter of paper
printed. This is called a click.

Calculation of cost per page
An important distinction between offset and
ink-jet is that costs must be calculated on a “per
page” rather than a “per copy” basis. This is the
consequence of single web versus multi-web
printing.
The pie chart on page 36 shows the relative
percentages of the cost components for a typical
system that is used only for a single 7 hour shift
printing newspapers. Obviously there will be
variations between systems and prices negotiated.
What can be seen from this example is that the
largest single component is amortisation. Obviously the amortisation costs would decrease if
the press was used for multiple shifts. The second
biggest component is ink which is significantly
higher than the cost of paper – a big difference
with offset. If taken together with head replacements it is roughly equal to the amortisation cost.
The fixed cost components of amortisation,
service, labour and facilities are straight forward
and fairly simple to calculate. To calculate ink
costs however are very complicated. Because ink
costs are so significant, it is important to understand the ink coverage of the type of publications
to be printed. High graphical content will translate to high ink coverage. The graphic on the top
of the page illustrates this by using ink consumption data from four different German broadsheet
newspapers with the first one using double the
amount of ink of the third.
It is also important to determine the sizes of
the newspapers to be printed, not only for the ink
coverage calculation but also for the click charge.
Majority of vendors charge this per meter of web
being printed irrespective of the width.
Finally, it is worth noting that volume will
have a very big impact on the cost per page.
As the printed volume increases the fixed cost
component becomes smaller – both as an actual
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Amortisation
Service
Labour & Facilities
Paper
Ink
Head replacement (click)
Impact of adding an extra shift on the cost per page (left: single shift, right: double shift).

number and as a percentage of the total cost per
page. In the example (on the left), the fixed costs
are roughly half of the total cost. If we were to
add an extra shift with additional staffing and
fully utilise the press the cost per page would be
reduced by almost 30%. The variable cost however, remains the same irrespective of the volume
printed but becomes a smaller percentage of the
total cost per page (see charts).
A generic Excel calculator is available from the
author free of charge (jknadjian@aol.com).

Future trends
All the examples above are based on the first generation of presses that were not really designed
for the graphics industry. They were primary
intended for transaction printing e.g. statements.
There is now a new generation of ink-jet presses
coming onto the market that is designed for the
graphics industry. These presses are generally
wider, faster and better quality than the first
generation. They are also capable of printing on
a wider range of substrates. For example the new
Prosper 5000XLi press from Kodak is 2.5 times
more productive when printing tabloids compared to the current VL4200 while producing a
better quality output.
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As long as the print volume is available these
presses will reduce the cost per page further as
the increase in productivity will outweigh the
increase in capital investment. Being able to print
high quality on multiple paper substrates will
also allow the printer to take on other commercial print products in much the same way as a
semi commercial offset press. They will certainly
be able to print the magazine inserts for news
papers.
The better quality achieved however is partially
due to the use of water based pigment inks which
are usually higher priced than die based inks
being used on the current generation of systems.
However the higher volumes will also drive the
price down so it is hard to predict the price of ink
in the near future.
Finally it’s worth noting that as the ink-jet technology matures the head life is bound to improve
which will reduce the click charge further.

Guest author Jack Knadjian has over 10 years of
experience in digital printing of newspapers, working
for Kodak and Agfa in the past. Jack started his own
consulting business, HJ Consulting International, in
2013.
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The finishing process is a special aspect of digital
printing. In conventional newspaper production,
the combining of the printed webs and processing them to finished copies is part of the printing process, executed by the combined action
of superstructure and folder. In contrast, in the
digital process, all pages of a newspaper copy are
printed one after another on a single web before
cutting, gathering and folding.
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BY JÜRG MARTI

Typical for digital newspaper printing is the production of many
small-circulation products with
changing contents and varying
page counts, section structures and
formats. The main prerequisite for
managing all these tasks efficiently
is having the right equipment for
the processing operation, from the
open web up to the cut, gathered,
and folded finished product.
In contrast to coldset newspaper printing, finishing in ink-jet web newspaper printing is not an
integral component of the printing system (the
sole exception to date being the JetLeader 1500
ink-jet web press shown by TKS at Drupa 2012).
Usually, after the digital printing process, the
printed web must be cut, gathered and folded to
the finished product in a separate finishing process. This can be done inline by integrating the
digital press and finishing system into a line. The
second possibility is offline processing, in which
case print production is reel-to-reel and the
printed reel is processed to the finished newspaper product in a separate production step.
At present two manufacturers offer corresponding finishing solutions: Within the framework of a cooperation with Océ/Canon, manroland web systems developed FoldLine that can
be used also with other digital printing systems.

WHAT IS FINISHING?
The term “finishing” is used in connection with
digital newspaper production when the printing
process on the one hand and the trimming, gathering and folding to the finished newspaper product
on the other hand are not integrated into one
system, unlike in classical newspaper web offset
printing.
Other than, for example, in offset printing, in the
digital process all pages of a copy are printed one
after another on only one web and are then cut,
gathered and folded in a downstream system.
Finishing can be done inline or offline. In this
respect also output via the digital process differs
from the production process in web offset.
Finishing is not the same as further processing,
which is done in the mailroom (inserting, converting, bundling). In contrast, finishing is part of the
production process of the newspaper.

The second supplier is Hunkeler AG. This Swiss
company presented a first concept for “variable
newspaper finishing” in connection with a pilot
project with the Neue Zürcher Zeitung in 2001.
Today, Hunkeler offers the finishing lines of the
POPP6 (520 mm web width) and the POPP7 gen-

Because of the greater flexibility for the users, the majority of installed Hunkeler POPP newspaper lines produce in the
offline mode.
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eration (660 mm web width) in its programme.

Characteristics of variable
newspaper finishing
An outstanding characteristic of digital printing
systems is the possibility to vary the contents of
print products (text, image, artwork, etc.) from
copy to copy, or even from page to page. This permits the dynamic changeover from a newspaper
copy with page count X to a next copy with page
count Y.
As a result, finishing systems also have the
capacity to vary newspaper products as regards
page count, section structure and final format
within a range specified by the equipment.
Whereas there is a need there for an at least brief
interruption of production for a format change
(setting the cut-off length, possible reel change),
on the manroland web systems FoldLine and
Hunkeler POPP line page count and section
structure can be done “on the fly’” during production.

Identical appearance
In principle, the industrial finishing systems of
manroland web systems and Hunkeler process
all paper qualities printed on ink-jet systems,
therefore also conventional newsprint. Both systems cover the full range of standard newspaper
formats (broadsheet and tabloid) and can also
output products in an extra large format.
Small, part-circulations of a newspaper produced
by the digital process are no different in appearance to the copies produced in the main print run
at the home location. From the point of view of
the publishing houses, this is important because
it enables them to offer advertisers an identical product, no matter whether it was produced
by the coldset or digital process, and the reader
receives his familiar newspaper product.

4 to 96 pages variable
To the same degree that the concept of FoldLine
and the POPP line differ, their performance is
similar. Both systems output broadsheet products
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According to manroland web systems, FoldLine achieves a
speed of 5 m per second (300 m per minute).

with variable page counts between 8 and 48, or
tabloid newspaper with 4 to 96 pages respectively. For FoldLine, manroland web systems claims
a maximum production speed of 5 m/s (300 m/
min.), while the Hunkeler POPP line achieves
a maximum 3 m/s (180 m/min.). These figures
refer to the web speed. The effective production
performance, measured in newspaper copies, is
determined by the structure of the products, or
the number of gathering processes (sections, page
count) respectively.

manroland: Integration with
the Printnetwork Bridge
In the case of manroland web systems, integrating the workflow of the digital printing system
– initially the Océ JetStream 3000/5500 – with
FoldLine is realised via the Printnetwork Bridge.
Alwin Stadler, Vice President Digital Printing at
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manroland web systems, says: “Like the newspaper copies produced by the coldset process, the
newspaper copies output on a digital printing
system are defined and designed in the standard
prepress workflow. Via a JDF interface, the Printnetwork Bridge takes over print jobs as well as all
production-relevant information. This ensures
a very fast and simple changeover of the finishing line, without any manual intervention in the
system. Printnetwork Bridge also checks every
print job for suitability for processing, so that we
can avoid unscheduled press stops.”
For purposes of cost control and for further
analyses, Printnetwork Bridge can be used also
to feedback production data to a management
information system in the Job Messaging Format.
In addition, Printnetwork Bridge permits the
integration of third-party components into the
productions workflow. For example, it is possible
to transmit the information concerning the number and size of bundles to a compensating stacker
in order to ensure that bundles containing the
exact number of copies required are produced,
according to Alwin Stadler.
With DigiLink, printing operations working
with the Pecom Press Manager have at their
disposal an add-on software as an upgrade for
the central planning of offset and digital printing
jobs. DigiLink analyses offset and digital jobs,
compares them on the basis of defined criteria
and helps to optimise job planning.

Hunkeler: Quality assurance with
web inspection
According to the manufacturer, the majority of
newspaper lines installed to date by Hunkeler
are offline systems. The reason given for this is
the greater flexibility of use of the production
line. The finishing line receives the information
concerning the page count via marks incorporated into the printing process. Format changes,
or adjustments of the cut-off length respectively,
are quickly carried out by changing the cutting
frequency in the cross-cutter. Specific job parameters can be stored in the Hunkeler Line Interface
and retrieved for automatic press presetting.
The web inspection system permits production
tracking on the POPP line. Philipp Fritschi, Head
of Marketing Communications at Hunkeler, says:
“We have the possibility to expand the system
with our web inspection and tracking system
in order to supervise production and guarantee
quality assurance throughout the mailroom
workflow.” A high-resolution camera monitors
the web across its full width in relation to its
contents, colour and lateral register, print quality
and colour hue in text, image, graphic elements,
logos etc. Quality control is possible in Simplex(top side only) and in Duplex operation (top and
reverse side).
With the “front and back verification” function,
the quality control system uses a 2D matrix code
or bar code to ensure the correct page positioning
on the top and reverse side of the web during the
production run.

Guest author Jürg Marti is a freelance trade journalist
and PR copywriter. He writes for various equipment
manufacturers and trading companies in the graphics
industry as well as for trade publications.
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Although most newspaper companies do not face a
direct threat to their existence, revenue is falling and
costs continually rising. Competition with electronic
media is growing. This situation, together with
favorable initial user reports, is directing the
interest of publishers and printers towards the
ink-jet process and the possibilities it offers. On the
following pages, suppliers of ink-jet printing
solutions present their philosophies and their views
on future prospects for the
newspaper sector.
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WHAT THE MANUFACTURERS SAY

The suppliers’ stance
Newspaper companies are facing
major challenges. What opportunities can the use of digital printing
open up for them? We asked manufacturers of ink-jet systems why
newspapers should invest in digital
printing and what business prospects this technology offers them.
Here are their responses.

Klaus Schmidt,
Marketing Director, KBA
The Internet has brought about
massive changes to the media
environment for the printed
newspaper. Circulations are becoming smaller, while it is becoming increasingly
important to individually address different target
audiences among the readers with the core medium as well as additional print products. At the
same time, the synergetic linking of the printed
newspaper with the new online activities offers a
good possibility to secure the, in many instances,
outstanding position of the regional newspaper in
the media concert.
Digital printing, with the possibility of a more
highly individualised and networked production,
offers many new publishing opportunities. Ac-

cordingly, as the leading supplier of offset presses
for the newspaper industry, KBA has developed
the digital printing system to satisfy the professional needs of the newspaper industry by combining the existing efficient production processes
with the enormous possibilities of plateless, nosetup, fully variable digital printing. This permits
newspapers, besides a more individual newspaper, to offer a wide range of new print products
for existing or new customers.
Print circulations are declining because its traditional appearance is making the “print newspaper” less attractive in the new media world, or its
relevance and attractiveness is being actively increased by localisation/microzoning. High-speed
digital printing is predestined for smaller circulations and can support the transformation of the
newspaper from a mass medium to a targeted
medium. KBA is managing growing numbers
of investment projects in which the users seek a
logical combination of offset and digital printing. Retrofitting web offset presses with ink-jet
imprinting heads is just one of many possibilities.
Combinations with the KBA RotaJET and conventional offset technology can also be useful in
certain production scenarios. The fact that KBA
has known the needs of the newspaper industry
for generations and offers both technologies from
its own development activities makes an objective search for suitable solutions possible.

The KBA RotaJet76 offers automatic
webbing up and (optional) automatic
reel change – automative components
that are a matter of course in web
offset newspaper presses. At the highest automation level, the RotaJet76
requires only one operator. With a
maximum 800 mm web width, all
standard newspaper formats can be
produced without limiting productivity. An IR dryer is integrated and a
dispersion varnish unit is available as
an option. The press uses proprietary
special inks and can run different
paper qualities.
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Philip Cullimore,
Regional Managing
Director EAMER,
Eastman Kodak
Publishers can no longer rely
on the traditional newspaper
business model to generate profitability. Dynamic production, such as the addition of unique
competition numbers, localised news, focussed
adverts or even just short run digitally printed
products, is a way organisations can add value
to newspaper production while increasing efficiency.
We have worked with a number of leading
newspaper publishers around the word from
Miller Newsprint and Axel Springer to the latest
high profile deal announced with News UK to
help them cost effectively differentiate their product portfolio. We have also helped them ensure
they stand out from their competition with a
profitable business-winning service that supports
client acquisition and retention and improves
their bottom line.
Our solutions include the Kodak Versamark
VL4200 printing system capable of full-page
high resolution digital colour variability and the
Kodak Prosper S30 imprinting system for the
addition of variable data elements.
To grow profitably, we believe newspaper printers and publishers must offer more value to their
readers and advertisers, integrate web and mobile
platforms as a channel to sell their content, and
improve their return on existing offset presses
by developing new commercial business. Digital
printing can help to achieve all of these goals.
Our vision is to provide the technology and
services to make newspapers a new media for targeted marketing, while maintaining their mass
market appeal. To survive, newspapers and their
publishers must manage seemingly contradictory
objectives: cost cutting and consolidation on the
one hand and new content and printing value on
the other hand.
We want to help our customers revolutionize
their printing approach with dynamic content
with easy-to-use, latest-generation systems offering minimum operator effort, monitoring and intervention to help increase efficiencies to improve

© 2013 WAN-IFRA

Machines belonging to the Kodak Versamark VL series are
in use for newspaper printing at numerous printing plants.
The systems can run both dye-based inks and pigmented
inks (from Kodak).

productivity and capital costs. We are talking
to them about how, with our systems, they can
address content issues from full-pages to variable
codes plus how they can significantly impact their
day-to-day production capabilities and costs with
our long-run, environmentally conscious plates.
We are keen to provide customers with a choice
of the amount of variable data they can offer
and therefor the different ways they can support
newspapers.
Dr. Josef Simmerl, 
Executive Director Market
Segment M
 anagement Liquid Toner Solutions,
Océ Printing Systems
Looking at the possible areas of
application, it is essential to make distinctions
according to the business model concerned:
W Digital printing offers increasing economic
and logistical advantages for the production of
international newspapers in short print runs (e.g.
in popular holidays regions or at international
business destinations). Especially in the case of
newspapers that must be imported by air freight,
continually rising costs for transport and safety
measures make it increasingly efficient and more
environmentally responsible to produce close to
the actual market. Moreover, any dramatic drop
in the numbers of copies sold at the aforementioned locations can make offset printing inefficient as regards production costs.
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W In the domestic business area, we see the

benefits of digital printing in hybrid concepts, or
microzoning respectively. Sections produced by
the digital process complement the main offsetprinted newspaper product. This business model
is increasingly attracting the attention of publishing houses. In addition, with digital printing
it is possible to produce supplementary objects
such as advertising inserts and flyers during the
daytime with a high degree of flexibility.
W Digital ink-jet printing is becoming increasingly
more high-performance. Thus more than 50.000
24-page tabloid newspaper copiesper shift can
be printed on the fastest Océ JetStream system
with manroland post-press processing. With
decreasing circulations, this is making digital
printing increasingly suitable also for regional
newspapers. More and more publishing houses
are analysing the option of digital printing as
a complement to, or even future substitute for
offset printing.
Digital printing in the newspaper sector creates
ideal conditions for the implementation of the
business models described above. Publishing
houses must develop concepts in order to react to
decreasing circulations and a stagnating advertising business. For this, the increasingly highperformance digital printing process, in close
interaction with e-paper concepts, can be an
efficient solution for increasing the attractiveness
of the printed newspaper.

The JetStream series from Océ (a member of the Canon
group) consists of a number of different model, of which all
are based on Océ DigiDot ink-jet technology and work with
inks optimised especially for this purposes. Two JetStream
4300 systems are scheduled to be put into production in
2014 in combination with manroland FoldLine Finishing at
Rivet Presse Edition in Limoges, France.
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Tim Taylor,
VP Solutions & Technology,
Screen Europe
Digital printing has been on the
agenda of newspaper publishers for many years now without
significant adoption. It is true to say that most
digital printing of newspapers today is limited
to the tourist and ex-pat applications that we
have seen in countries like Dubai and around the
Mediterranean. The reason for that is clear: with
the growing use of the internet for news, the market for Day B newspapers is quite difficult and in
addition, the economics of printing a newspaper
at the point of sale rather than sending by airfreight works.
The case for using ink-jet in more mainstream
production is less clear-cut. There are opportunities for marketing more localized editions of titles
but this requires some fundamental changes in
the creation of editorial and the selling of advertising.
Today, it is not the solution to every publishing situation but as technology improves and the
management of data within publishing houses is
better controlled it will provide exciting opportunities over the coming years.
In the next three to five years we expect to see
more installations at remote production sites that
take advantage of the ease and cost of production
versus central production and either air or land
distribution. We expect the speeds and costs to
improve sufficiently for this to also become at-

The Screen Europe Truepress Jet520 is available in three
models offering different printing speeds: 64 m/min, 128 m/
min and 220 m/min. Systems belonging to the mid-speed
range are in operation in Dubai (at the Atlas Group printing
and distribution company) and in Greece (Digital Hellas/Kronos Press Distributors Cyprus) where they are used to print
newspapers for these markets.
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tractive within single countries rather than just
for tourist titles. For example, some of the bigger
countries with large but geographically spread
communities are already looking at ways to produce locally.
In addition, we expect to see print and finishing options introduced that allow the integration of digital and conventional production so
that certain sections of mainstream titles can be
printed digitally – this can be used to reflect the
interests of small communities such different
postcodes or even different sports clubs.

The Xerox CiPress printing system is the only system for this
area of application that works with a solid ink (resin-based)
that is liquefied immediately before the printing process and
does not penetrate the paper.

Dustin Graupman,
Vice President,
Ink Jet Business,
Xerox Corporation
The newspaper industry
continues to go through a very
disruptive transition with the mass migration of
readers and advertisers to the Internet. Newspaper publishers and printers must transform their
businesses and develop new models to deliver
relevant content through both print and digital
channels to target audiences. Digital printing is
one of the enablers for newspapers to build a new
business model.
Some benefits of digital newsprint are the
standard offset to digital value props of personalization, micro zip coding for local advertisers,
substrate capabilities, finishing and local print
and distribution to reduce cost of shipping over
long distances.
Digital printing and the associated automated
workflows can produce short print runs using
variable data to personalize content to a targeted
group or individual. This allows the production of
more specialty editions to a relevant readership
which is attractive to advertisers.
Ink-jet technology can enable this with a standalone press or the mounting of print heads on
existing analog presses or finishing equipment.
Additionally software products such as Xerox
FreeFlow Digital Publisher and XMPie, A Xerox
Company, provide the automated digital publishing capability of content to print, web and mobile
devices. For example, FreeFlow Digital Publisher
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The iPrint eXtreme system from Impika (taken over by Xerox
in February) achieves a printing speed of 375 m/min and
uses proprietary HD pigmented inks that were developed
especially for uncoated paper grades, including newsprint.

offers the ability to produce media rich ‘e’ versions of traditional print jobs to the Web and
mobile devices, formatted automatically for easy
viewing.
We understand that newspapers are under
intense pressure and must transform. Our vision
is that the newspaper segment embraces the digital model for content delivery and the short run
printing of more personalised products.
Nobuyuki Nakajima,
Senior general manager,
Digital Printing Solutions
Group, TKS
Much as offset slowly replaced
letterpress, digital printing will
also replace offset in years to come. It will not
happen overnight, but it will occur. Factors such
as speed and consumable cost are not at offset
levels yet. You might say the consumable cost
portion is now due to less digital presses installed
and consumable vendors to choose from. Speed
increases will come in time. Digital printing is
more cost effective for smaller runs (less than
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With JetLeader 1500, TKS became the first conventional newspaper press manufacturer to develop an ink-jet printing line including finishing specifically for newspaper and book printing. The current version is equipped with a folder for variable cut-off lengths.
The JetLeader was shown to the public in Europe for the first time at drupa 2012. This technical innovation was the subject of an
award presented by the Japanese Newspaper Publishers’ Association.

5,000) and that tipping point will always be
increasing as speeds become higher. Some of the
reasons for ink jet printing efficiency are:
W Little setup time required (no plates, less manning)
W More pages, sections and colour with less
equipment
W Less power used
Digital printing (with TKS) obviously gives you
the capability of:
W Variable data printing
W Finished product produced in line. 5 sections
72 pages maximum.
W No setup time needed for making press ready.
So you can operate on tighter turnaround
times.
W Colour on every page
W Up to 5 broadsheet sections produced in line
W Very environmentally friendly. No plates, blankets, fountain solution and uses less electricity
W Building footprint much less than traditional
offset facilities
W Less manning.
Digital is not meant to replace offset in the near
future, but to supplement an offset operation.
Newspapers can utilize their dominant local
marketing positions for tailoring both news
and advertising to specific clients. This is such
an important asset the newspaper has and in
most cases is not being taken advantage of. It’s
being done in the mailbox, why not the driveway or doorstep? One size fits all does not work

48

anymore. The technology to differentiate each
person’s newspaper product is here today, but
distribution is more of the logistics issue.
In the past newspapers would also print
newspapers for remote areas and transport to
the location. With the declines in circulation and
advertising that became less cost effective and
many newspaper companies stopped sending
their product to these remote locations. Now with
digital printing it make sense to install ink jet
presses in these same areas. Whether it be a company owned site or a partner printer and have up
to date news and advertising for that area. Also
the ability to print other commercial products
that may normally have been farmed out. Items
such as direct mail, book and catalogs can also
bring in new revenue streams.
The ability to print many different titles, both
domestic and international in smaller runs for
each market that in the past did not make economical sense to print on offset.
Paul Randall, EMEA Market
Development Manager,
HP Inkjet Web Press,
Hewlett-Packard
The newspaper industry is going
through a huge transformation. Undoubtedly the biggest driver in all of this
has been the internet and e-content. Newspaper
publishers need to cut costs or find new revenue
streams to survive. Digital print has a huge role
to play in achieving both of those goals. Cost
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reduction in bringing content to market can be
achieved with shorter run production (in line
with reduced demand) reducing waste and unnecessary cost. Decentralized production can be
done closer to the market reducing shipment and
logistical costs.
Looking at the opportunity for newspaper publishers to increase revenue streams and replace
some of the millions of dollars lost from advertising revenues digital print opens up the ability to
create more localised, versioned, relevant newspaper editions. A world of micro publishing and
micro advertising. In some geographies where
newspapers are sold on a subscription basis you
have the ability to engage with your customers
and understand their preferences to ensure content is relevant. Even for newsstand distribution
models publishers can create content relevant to
local markets and geographies.
Newspaper printers face similar challenges.
They can optimize production with digital print
technology for the short run production. Something unique to HP in this space is our ability to
print on conventional newspaper media (lightweight 45gsm papers) and using our Bonding
Agent technology we can ensure high quality
printed output with minimal strikethrough of the
newsprint. In short digitally printed newspapers
can have the same look and feel as conventionally
printed newspapers ensuring the readers have
the same experience. With HP ink-jet printing
technology printers can also open up opportunities for printing more applications beyond just
newsprint. The quality achievable on today’s
presses means other higher value applications
are available. Examples being things like printing localised newsstand posters to go with the
newspapers.
The world of newspaper print is changing and
will continue to change. HP as a company that
focuses on how technology can transform industries will continue to drive and lead that change
offering up new opportunities to both publishers
and printers.

Noel McEvoy, Director of
Sales & Marketing Printing
Presses, Wifag
It is obvious that the printed
newspaper has to change.
Circulations are in decline
and the content must be more targeted towards
specific regions. At the same time readers expect
high-quality journalism with well-researched
articles that provide the information readers
need to form an opinion. A means of production
that permits content individualisation, facilitates
decentralised production and offers a perspective with technological development potential
optimally satisfies the future requirements of the
newspaper and should therefore be included in
all strategic considerations.
The following three business models are conceivable and in part already in existence: Firstly,
central production of several newspapers with
small circulations, e.g. in holiday destinations,
airports or major cities. Secondly, production of
a part of the newspaper, e.g. the regional section
with subsequent combining with the conventionally produced main section. Thirdly, as an imprinting system within a conventional newspaper
production to provide selective individualisation.

The HP T Series web presses (photo: T200/T230) use proprietary thermal ink-jet printing heads and pigmented inks. A
special duplex paper path ensures a compact design.
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The Fujifilm Jet Press 540W permits duplex printing in a single printing tower, which makes the line very compact. The
Jet Press 540W uses proprietary Vividia pigmented and dyebased inks as well as Fujifilm’s own FM screen technology.

Graham Leeson,
Head of European
Communications – Graphic
Systems, Fujifilm
The Jet Press 540W is not specifically targeted at newspaper
applications, but there is interest in the market
for solutions like this for short run magazines,
newsletters and newspaper-type publications.
In the particular case of the Jet Press 540W, its
ability to produce high quality digital print from
a small, compact footprint is certainly attracting
interest, and we are talking to a number of companies about how they might be able to benefit
from the unique features of this press.

[To read interviews with representatives of manufacturers, see: www.wan-ifra.org. Simply input the
article ID no. 16942 in the search box.]
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Whether digital printing becomes
established in the newspaper sector
depends less on the technology than on
development of innovative products and
suitable business models. That is up to the
publishing houses.
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Future Prospects
Predicting the future is always
risky, since situations usually develop differently than expected.
In 2007 we drafted five possible
scenarios for digital newspaper
printing and published them in our
monthly magazine, “newspaper
techniques”. Six years later, only
one of these scenarios has so far
developed exactly as predicted.
Realised as predicted is the combination of the
offset and digital processes for the printing of local sections that are produced parallel to the conventionally printed main product by the digital
process and inserted into the offset jacket in the
mailroom (This is the practice at Centro Stampa
Quotidiani in Italy; see page 18).
All other scenarios – we have republished them
here for purposes of comparison – have either
not been realised, only partially realised or not
put into practice by newspaper publishing houses
and their printing plants , but instead by other
players. Thus the central (in the capital city)
production of small part-circulations of several
newspapers from different publishing houses is
offered today, but not as a cooperation between
publishing houses as in our model, rather as
a service offering of distributors that provide
printing and distribution from a single source (an
example is NP Newsprint Berlin, see page 14).
And the combination offset and digital printing for personalisation purposes is also availed of
– though no digital press is used, instead digital imprinting heads integrated into web offset
presses (as is the case at all Axel Springer printing plants throughout Germany, see page 26). So
much as to the scenarios.

business concepts of the publishing houses that
justify investing in the technology.
Perhaps the best example for that is the Axel
Springer Verlag that supports the introduction
of a pay-for strategy for digital contents with
the digital imprinting of individual codes in
the BILD-Zeitung. It can be assumed that this
plan was what
triggered the
investment in
» www.ifra-nt.com
Digital Printing
digital printing
and not vice
We have selected five from among the many imagi
versa.
ing could be of significance for newspapers. Scena
The
ess – is the furthest from a possible realisation.
newspapers’
interest has
been awoken,
first successes
Scenario
have been
A
achieved, the
quality and
capacity of inkPublisher
jet technology
have caught
up ... if now
innovative
products are
Companies that could potentially be commissioned are, for ex
ample, the former distribution organisations of the newspaper
developed
that have a corresponding distribution infrastructure as well a
address data. (Alternatively, private delivery organisations o
that take the
mail service providers would be suitable.) These produce paper
digital process
themselves or cooperate with digital printing centres and organ
ise distribution on location. In this case, the “distribute & print
as a template,
principle is applied. The geographical circulation splitting allow
a target audience-oriented processing of the newspapers (both
especially also
editorially and in relation to advertising). Replacement of offse
printing and mass production.
in the hybrid
Remarks: A positive aspect for the publishing company is control of costs
area (combined
Negative is the lost direct contact with the reader. Precondition is a suﬃ
ciently
dense network of installed digital printing presses to cover th
offset+digital
total circulation within a deﬁned timeframe. Printing service providers (o
possibly
the outsourcing company itself ) can use the capacities of thei
products), then
presses to print other products during the daytime, e.g. direct marketing
– Possibly a reality in 20 years’ time
we will see
progress.

Scenarios for dig

Scenario

D

Summary
It is not primarily technology that will decide
whether digital printing will become established
in the newspaper sectors. It already offers many
possibilities today and is destined to further develop performance capacity in the coming years.
The decisive factors are the product ideas and
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And if anyone asks whether digital printing can
save the newspaper, there is only one answer: It
could help the newspaper to help itself – not more
and not less.

“

We should not talk about
print versus digital. We should talk
about creating innovative products,
no matter for which platform.”
Manfred Werfel,
Deputy CEO, WAN-IFRA

February 2007

newspaper techniques

Charlotte Janischewski
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Publisher

Publisher

Publisher

Publisher

Publisher

Publisher

Publisher

Several newspaper publishing houses get together and buy a
digital press to produce small parts of the circulation of their
newspapers at a common, strategically favourable location.
(These could be the regional newspapers of a country that produce a certain contingent of copies in the capital that are required there daily for parliament, government ministries and
authorities.) Does not replace offset as the production process.

Publisher

Several large newspaper printing houses in Europe form a network.
Each publishing house buys a digital press and uses it to produce the
remote part-circulation of the other newspapers. The publishing
house’s own newspaper is printed by the cooperation partners. Each
publishing house is therefore both customer and service provider.
Charges are based on the numbers of pages produced. The press capacities are largely utilised and delivery can be guaranteed by the
distribution structures of the newspaper concerned in each case. Does
not replace offset as the main production process.
Remarks: All beneﬁt from the “one hand washes the other” principle. But each
publishing house has the initial outlay for buying a digital press. The press payback time depends on the degree to which the publishing house succeeds in
achieving a high degree of capacity utilisation by attracting additional jobs.
– Could be reality already; such networks actually exist,
but are not operated by publishing houses.

Strengths and weaknesses
of digital printing

Scenario

E

+
Publisher

Maximum content ﬂexibility (a precondition for microzoning
and personalisation).
Job changeover (minimum print run: 1 copy) without waste
and press stop.

Remarks: Lower investment because the costs for buying the digital press
are distributed among all participating publishing houses.
– Possibly a reality after one year.

Lower personnel costs (fewer and less qualiﬁed personnel,
no trained printers).

The national news part of the newspapers is printed conventionally
without press stoppage; any number of ﬁnely zoned local sections are
printed digitally and in parallel. The jacket and local sections are then
combined in the mailroom. This would permit a more ﬂexible approach to content and advertising, up to personalisation.

The newspaper offers a number of its subscribers a personalised
add-on product besides the general newspaper that it prints by
the digital process and combines with the newspaper as an insert
product or jacket. The selection criterion for the offer could be
frequent use of the publishing house’s customer card or intensive interaction with the publishing house as a blogger or website visitor. Through the interaction with the publishing house
and customer card, publishing houses obtain information about
the subscriber that helps them identify his or her interests and
use it to offer targeted contents and advertising. Does not replace offset as the main production process.

Remarks: The time saved for the production of the main job (no changeover times)
can be assigned to the slower digital printing process. Despite this, it must be
determined in each case whether the available production timeframe is suﬃcient.
It is a challenge for distribution, or delivery respectively, if the local sections or
sublocal sections are inserted. A solution would be to make the local section
(with imprinted address) the jacket and insert the main section into it.
– Realisation would be possible at short notice.

Remarks: Preconditions are a solid database of useful customer data that
must be constantly updated and a good CRM system. Advertisers beneﬁt
from the aimed addressing of their target audiences without waste coverage, which also justiﬁes premium ad prices. The use of material from
sources other than the newspaper’s own gives rise to questions of copyright and the risk of hurting the newspaper’s image.
– Realisation would be possible at short notice.

More consistent print quality possible than in offset
(in inkjet).
Format variability (page width and length).
No page count limitation.

–

Low throughput speed compared to offset.
High per item cost (ink or toner and click charge).
Limited colour printing possibilities to date (slows speed).
Format limitations upwards (no Nordic sizes).
Shorter print runs mean more overall organisational effort
Distributed printing gives rise to questions concerning
product distribution.
Limited choice of paper (possibly higher prices).
Deinking problems.
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Ink-jet web presses
for newspaper
printing
The following is an overview of the most important ink-jet web systems for newspaper printing
and their basic parameters. The suppliers will be
pleased to provide further details on request.
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ANNEX

INK-JET WEB PRESSES FOR NEWSPAPER PRINTING

Overview of the most important
4c ink-jet web presses
Manufacturer/supplier

Model

Fujifilm

Jet Press 540W

127 m/min

600

540 mm

Hewlett-Packard

T200
T230
T300
T350
T360
T400
T410

61 m/min
122 m/min
122 m/min
183 m/min
183 m/min
183 m/min
183 m/min

1200
1200
1200
1200
1200
1200
1200

520,7 mm
520,7 mm
739 mm
739 mm
739 mm
739 mm
739 mm

Impika
(Xerox)

www.impika.com

iPrint eXtreme
iPrint eVolution
iPrint Reference

375 m/min
254 m/min
127 m/min

1200 x 1200
1200 x 1200
1200 x 600

711 mm
474 mm
474 mm

KBA

RotaJet76

150 m/min

600 x 600 2-bit
(comparable to
1200x1200 dpi)

775 mm

Kodak

Versamark VL4200

125 m/min

600 x 360

474 mm

Prosper Press 5000 Xli

200 m/min

175 lpi

622 mm

JetStream 5500
JetStream 4300
JetStream 3300
JetStream 3000
JetStream 2200
JetStream 1500
JetStream 1900

600 x 480
600 x 600
600 x 600
600 x 600
600 x 600
600 x 600
600 x 480
600 x 600
600 x 600
600 x 600
600 x 480
600 x 600
600 x 600
600 x 600
600 x 600

750 mm
750 mm
750 mm
516 mm
516 mm
516 mm
516 mm

ColorStream 3700
ColorStream 3500
ColorStream 3200

254 m/min
200 m/min
150 m/min
200 m/min
150 m/min
100 m/min
127 m/min
100 m/min
100 m/min
75 m/min
127 m/min
100 m/min
100 m/min
75 m/min
48 m/min

Screen Europe

www.screeneurope.com

Truepress Jet520
Truepress Jet520Z
Truepress Jet520ZZ

64 m/min
128 m/min
220 m/min

720 x 720
720 x 720
720 x 720

507 mm
507 mm
507 mm

Tokyo Kikai Seisakusho (TKS)

JetLeader 1500

150 m/min

600 x 600

541 mm

Wifag

DigiCube

200 m/min

600

Xerox

CiPress 500
CiPress 325

152 m/min
100 m/min

600 x 600
600 x 400

max. print speed

Resolution
(dpi)

max. print
width

www.fujifilm.eu

www.hp.com

www.kba.com

www.kodak.com

Océ Printing Systems
(Canon)
www.oce.de

JetStream 1400
JetStream 1000
ColorStream 3900

516 mm
516 mm
540 mm
540 mm
540 mm
432 mm

www.tks-net.co.jp/home_e
www.wifag-polytype.com
www.xerox.com
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Technology
print head

ink types
paper qualities

Piezo-electric
Drop on Demand

VIVIDIA WP-S water-based pigment ink and VIVIDIA WD-S water-based dye ink
from Fujifilm;
special ink-jet and uncoated paper grades, grammages between 64 and 157 g/m2

Thermal Ink-jet
Drop on Demand
(HP print heads)

waterbased HP pigment inks and Bonding Agent;
standard uncoated offset stock, groundwood and newsprint (40-215 g/m2)

Piezo-electric
Drop on Demand

waterbased dye inks, waterbased pigment inks,
HD inks (special pigment inks);
large range of papers including newsprint

Piezo-electric
Drop on Demand

KBA RotaColor waterbased polymer pigment inks
different media: offset, ink-jet-optimised and ink-jet paper

Piezo-electric
Drop on Demand

Kodak waterbased pigment ink or dye inks

Stream Inkjet Technology

Kodak waterbased pigment ink

Piezo-electric
Drop on Demand

Océ water-based dye and pigment ink
coated and uncoated paper, standard newsprint ≥ 45 g/m2, ink-jet paper

Piezo-electric
Drop on Demand

water-based pigment inks and
water-based dye inks

Piezo-electric
Drop on Demand

water-based pigment ink
ground wood paper from 45 to 130g/m2

Piezo-electric
Drop on Demand

waterless inks

Piezo-electric
Drop on Demand

Xerox patented waterless solid ink for dye and pigment
different papers including newsprint
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AT THE WAN-IFRA WORLD PUBLISHING EXPO 2013

Digital printing strategies
– a SFN Forum
SFN
Forum

As part of our conference programmes at the WAN-IFRA World Publishing Expo 2013
in Berlin, a one-day event, closely linked to this report, will inform visitors about successful experiences and encouraging projects in digital newspaper printing.
SFNmiss the opportunity. Join this Forum to find out more about how you can better use this techDon’t
Forum
nology for your business. You will get a strategic look on how to consider digital printing in short- and
long-term planning.

It takes place on Monday, 7 October 2013 at 10:30, directly on the fairground of Messe Berlin
in hall 2, near the “Power of Print” Media Port. The event language is English.

This event is kindly sponsored by

Special Pavilion: “Digital Print Moves”
Under this motto, a special pavilion with informative displays will be positioned next
to the venue of the conference.
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